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THE SPIRITUAL LIFE AND THE EVERYDAY LIFE
ARE NOT SEPARATE
Justin Stone
Spiritually-minded people follow qany paths tgwar{ $e qoa}of a one-pointed mind
resting in Emptiness (the pirttn-ess of Emptinery). Theqrproblery is$at they divide life into
two pirts: five hours of mundane thought and financial slrugSle,. five minutes of spiritual
praciice. In other words, they see life as a strugg_!9 to make a living, to raise.the children,
irnd to let the habit energies drag them around. Then a brief oasis is reached and there is
time to briefly contemplite enligtitenment (whatever that is).
Such-division-is not th6 way. Properly seen, every incident in life points to the
unseen Essence. Right in the midst of the turmoil one must rcst in the Essence, making the

effortless effort while shouting, crying, and feeling bitter and joyous-in alternate,periods.
In our freedom there are rirlei we follow, and in our anguish we ale still aware of
the empty desireless state. To not know, and to know we don't know--that is the real
knowing. As my T.enteacher said: "When you o-nce have a day of laughter, then you are
on your way." Ii does not come from sporadic effort.
4<:k***

An enlightened (fieely conscious) non-doer, recognizes that useful actions can be
performed effeitively, harmoniously, thoroughly and on time without undo stress, when
one has sufficient spiritual developmenr.
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T'ai Chi Chih is a concentrated way to develop individual Chi. Ultimately it can
hasten one's conscious reunion with universal chi - being as the wave, as well as the
ocean.
Steve RidleY
Justin Stone is ttre Originator of Tai Chi Chilt! Joy Tlru Movement
Steve Ridley is the Spiritual Head of Tai Chi Chih'
This journal is dedicated to T'ai Chi Chih teachers and practitioners worldwide.
May it seffe you itt "Knowing the Real."

Reflections . .

.

Along the Way

Our Central Calendar of T'ai Chi Chih events is brimming for 1994! Several teacher
accreditation courses are scheduled in monthly succession from now through July,
interspersed yith a number of TCC workshop-reireats. With this wave of oppo-rtunities
followed b:.the International Teachers Conference in August, it is evidently
A Time For Us...to gather...to share...to receive. With Joy,
In the aftennnth of imnersion
Elizabeth Salada
How obvious the completeness of things
for The Vital Force

,-.As of.the last (December 1993) t$1il:Fo"*tP#fHr?: is being printed on recycred paper.
We are happy cost and availability factors permit this much-awalteO conservation means.
be surc to notice the New Enclosures in this issue's mailing which include:
- a flyer announcement with complete details on our 9ilr Intemational Teachers
Conference, August 12-14,
- a re-useable Good Karma Publishing catalog with information on all TCC and
rclated materials they distribute (like the recently completed New Justin Stone
TCC videotape, which is also announced on page 3T)-, and
- lPre-_p_ard postcard-to be retumed to VFJ-in Confirmation of your cuffent listing in
The New TCC Teacher Directorv
Teacher referral and outreach are two imp6rtant aspects of supporting the widespread
growth of T'ai Chi Chih. The VFJ continues to publisli an annualfCC TEacher Directory
fo1$e purpose of referral and communication atnong teachers, and it's that time again!

(lo later than May
pglsigle ({ro
pgqsrple
M lst). Your response will provide important information to be
added to the new directory (scheduled for August conipletion). Checking the accuracy of
you.r pe_r.so-nal information and noting any changes now will help us compile the most upFj{qlit@g-t and minimize latercoireciion updates. (Read moie underNEW TEACHER
DIRECTORY page 38).

Features For Our Next Issue-We encourage morc of VFJ readers to send in their
TCC inspired wrttings- Perhaps some ideas may 6e generated from noting examples of our
regular features which are depicted in the newly citegorized Table oftontents- One
suq.gested theme for the next issue is "Conveyin! fCderinciples"...sharc your crcativity
in the art of teaching by writing VFJ!
In addition, we ldoffotwari to hearing from hosts and participants of TCC events, such
3s,th|,rcge.nt Seijaku Accreditation and'Review. We'd'also like to conrinue feaiuring
individual instructots in each issue by means of a photograph and one-page Teacher Bio]
This can be a ve_ry_usgful1t9m used to present yourielf with irew TCC cfsiproposals too.
Important VFJ Deadlines - VFi submiital deadlines and mailing Odtes have been
P-jT!:q through the end ofthe year. Please note MAY lst is a multiplE deadline: for the
June vt'J lssue, the return of your teacher directory postcard, and the final extension date
for your subrnittals to our Spei:iat Issue: 20th Anniirasaw of
piEnSb WRITEI

TCC!
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Loved the last issue. Thanks for
good work.
Patty Campbell, Cincinnati, OH
I feel so pleased with myself for
finally getting an article written for the
VFJ. Thank you for your fine worA, and
all the energy, time and love you devote
to making it such a fine publication. The
articles Justin, Steve and other TCC-ers

submit are very interesting

and

informative

Marian Massman, La Crosse, WI
Thanks for all your hard wolk. I

always enjoy reading the VFJ.
Suni McHenry, Albuquerque, NM

Classes are really building up
here. Joy to share Joy!
Richard Brier, Mill Valley, CA
Enclosed is my reponse to your
invitation to write to The Vital Force. I
so enjoy receiving each issue--it's about
time I've given a contribution.
Sr.Antonia Cooper, No.Plainfield, NJ
We were away in cold Winnipeg,
Manitoba for_ Christmas this year with
one of our daughters and family (ust
north of Jean Katus in North Dakota).
When we returned home my copy of The
Vital Force was waiting for me. Reading
Justin's article on "Freedom" certainly
helped me. During our time away and on
our way home we learned of four friends
who had passed away. Justin's
thoughtful words helped me out of a selfimposed depression I had sunk into.
Gordon Wade, Edson, AB, Canada

& PRACTICE TIPS

New Mother's Realization
Keep a simple home in older

to
comes--and
when
baby
have a cleaimind
to always have a free space to practice
T'ai Chi Chih.
(Because I rarelY get out of the
house these days, it occurs to me we
might offer the TCC video through P.are.nt
or-Mptrheri&& magazines--to reach the
homebound and healthy.) Christine
Sproehnle'Benson, Bend, OR

TCC at 3 vs. The Power NaP
Something that I have found out
for myself and which I wish to pass on to
you iuitl be helpful to Seniors like
inyself. Every morning I do my T'ai Chi
Chih then go to town where I am
involved in several Volunteer
organizations. I usually return home

belween 3 & 4 in the aftemoon and often
used to take a "power nap." Last week, I
started doing my aftemoon T'ai Chi Chih
session when I came home instead of
after my nap before supper. Guess what?

After doing my session,

I

was

so
nap
a
3nd

I didn't even feel like
I actually slept better when I went to bed

energized
later on!

Gordon Wade, Edson, AB Canada

Align 'Em

UP

Class stands in a line (like a conga
line) one behind the other, fairly close, to

do "Working the Pulley". This helps

teach alignment of forwald pushfrom the

shoulder: and pulling back at the waist
area. It's also fun and a nice "brgak"Hope Ridley, San Mateo, CA

A CHOICE
Justin Stone

Anger usually comes from prcoccupation with self. This other one has injured this
self so precious to me, insulted or denigrated this ego that is separate from all others.
Spiritually-minded people feel a common identity with others, so they do not give way
easily to anger. Meditation-and T'ai Chi Chih-tranquilize the mind without dulling it.
To those quick to mger, I would suggest sleeping on it before countering in any
way. Once anger-and sometimes violence-is vented on another, it is too late to recall it.
Ahimsa means non-injury in thought, action and intent. To act differently is to dig the pit
of Karma, we make our own futurs.
T'ai Chi Chih is softness in action, like the bamboo that bends gracefully before the
wind but does nor break. No-one is doing it; T'ai Chi Chih is doing T'ai Chi Chih. There
is a timeless moment as we flow effortlessly through very heavy air.
At risk of sounding "preachy," let me say: Be honest with yourself. Don't
rationalize. Do you find your actions accord with your words--honestly? If you find out
who and what you are, they certainiy will. But your motive and ambitions may get in youl'
way. Don't judge them; just recognize them for what they are. That is enough. Ah, a
world without anger!
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THE JOY OF LIF'E
Justin Stone

There are really two Buddhisms. Hinayana (also called "Theravada," or "Way of
the Elders") is the old Buddhism that strictly follows the pessimistic teaching of Gautama
Buddha, and Mahayana, which includes Zen, has a totally different outlook, though still

believing in the three truths of hnpermanence, Suffering and No-Soul or Permanent
Identity. The last of these three explains the meaning of "Void" or "Emptiness," which
plays such a big part in Buddhism; it means "Void of Self (or Independent) Nature," not
lack of anything. The Great Void includes the rivers, mountains, animals, universes, etc.
but all these are connected and mutually dependenr
The Buddha and his later disciples characterized this world as a "Forest Fire" and
advised to get out of it. On the other hand, the great Zen Master, Yun-men, emphatically
stated, "Every Day's a Good Day." The latter appeals to me more, I must say. If the
reader could spend some time in a small, isolated Indian town he would see much reason
for a hopeless outlook.
Seigan, a Japanese Zen Master, as he was dying, wrote, "The Joy of Life! Better
than the Zen Doctrine!" AH!

MEDITATION PRACTICE
Steve Ridley

If spiritual awakening is our purpose/intent during meditation practice, whatever
arises (seniations, emotions, tigtrt oi sound perceptions), should be transcended. These
phenomena can be used as opportunities for fur-ther opening in us, when perceived.
Otherwise, we may become so fascinated with what is perceived that meditation plactice is
reduced to mental playtime. We arc then caught up in self-distraction or avoidance of superconscious realization.
Many meditate for the strcss reduction benefits, in our culture and a few meditate
regularly for the purpose of awakening and acnralizing innate spirituality.
If we are meditating, studying and engaging in otherspiritual systems of practice,it
is well to remember our real status. One contemporary spiritual teacher often states: "'We
are not human beings aspiring to spiritual status. We are spiritual beings temporarily
identified and involved with the human condition."
Meditation practice is intended to serve as a way by which the individual can
awaken to her/his rbal status and to live this fullness of being, here*now in this and all
worlds. Be single minded and vitally alert in meditation practice, being willing to open
beyond whatever arises, to rest content as spirit. Following practice,l.est content as spirit,
functioning and experiencing through mind and matter.

Body motions stir
Transforming meditations
Penetrating power
Enlivens the man'ow

A linking with joy...
River of abundance!
Steve Ridley
e c tiv e s... in M otion and S tillne s s
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The clarity of the meditative rnind is able to meet the moment
soberly, in the quiet gratitude of spirit-fullness.
Steve Ridlev

The Spiritual Path
Yogi Prananand.a

While engaged in the pursuit of 'consciousness awakening',,one experiences
contirutal conflici bitween whai he presently is (as consciotnness individualized) and what
he presently aspires to be. This conflict is a necessary psychological condition of the
Search, and a catalystfor ix ultimate resolution.

Meditation presentness

Arising in your Self
to grcet, fiesh-minded,
the new.

- Steve Ridlev

LIVING AS LIGHT
Steve Ridley

Spiritually oriented meditation practice emphasizes the use of various

methodologies in order to crcate a favorable mind-body condition whereby Light (Reality)
can be morc completely realized and accommodated by the practitioner. One might asse$:
"I am engaging in this technique, this spiritual exercise in order to open to Light, to the
experience of Reality." From the mind-body perspective, the common, conditional
viewpoint or stance, we seek to acquire Reality.
When this common perspective is spontaneously transcended and Meditation alone
is, we recognize: "The Light is what I am." We clearly see that the creative medium of the
mind-body is included within Us as Our means of expressing and experiencing in spacetime. We lovingly nourish and sustain this mind-body vehicle as a tempoftuy modification

of Our very Light, our authentic Condition.

Until we know "the Light is what I am," the seeming paradox of seeking That
which we always aheady are, must apparcntly persist.
Meditation practice and othel spiritual systems of Reality pursuit are useful, because
they assist us in the willing activity of breaking through rcstdctive, Light inhibiting pattems
of conceptual lirnitation. Ail sincerc efforts contribute to the lecovery and restoration of
'living as Light'.

BALANTCTNG

;["

soIL

Tantra says that every cell of the body can be brought to a point of Bliss. If one
time--not thinking, not
planning, not conceptualizing--he or she canexperience the same thing. With absolute quiet
of the mind, a pulsation will be noticed throughout the body. The movement of the Chi can
plainly be felt"^and that feeling is one of Blissl
We tend to cloud the mind with worry, creating problems where none exist. Then
we agonize over the problem, completely ignoring the ground fiom which the problem has
lprulg. This is "beating the cart instead of the horse" rnZenterms. (Zen is not advocating
beating animals!) If the problem goss away, another will arise in its place as long as the
ground from which it arose is unchanged.
In T'ai Chi Chih practice, the character of the Chi gradually changes (sometimes
instantly), and then the ground where the seed sprou8 has undeigone a "revulsion," in
D. T. Suzuki's.terrns. We do not fight the problem, be it a labk of something, an
addiction, or wharever, but the problem cannot grow in the new, balanced soil. This is the
aim of all true spiritual practice, and it happens sb easily with T'ai Chi Chih practice, if that
practice is regular and sincere. Some people practice sporadically, breaking off practice
whenever there is something to wony ovefor rbsent, thus taking away the very tool which
could be a help!
Constant rcsentment should be a warning to a person that something is wrong; the
soil is ripe for new planting. Resentment comes from self-clinging. "Who are you to tell
me what to do?" we say, creating a problem wherc none existed. Take a good look at the
ground from which the resenfirrent or the problem arose. Have the habit energies, the
attachments, created that ground?

will do T'ai Chi Chih and ihen remain qui-et for a peridd of

ffi######ffi#ffiffiffi#ffi##ffiffi
JOY-BLISS
Steve Ridley

The Center, Heart or Essence of us ig (already, always) pure bliss.
Bliss cannot be 'crcated'through any method or discipline. When we engage in
"spiritual practices," we are endeavodng to resolve and clear restricting tendencies from the
ever transitioning field of mind-and-body. Such efforts may result in an improved mindbody condition and capacity for accommodating and reflecting our innate bliss, to whatever
degree.
(l think it is important for people to continue to be reminded that cause-effect
thinking is not bl.iss producing. Soinetintes folks get this idea. Internal conditions allow
bliss. Bliss can 'arise' while [ohg or not doing anything when the individual constittttiotxenvironment- condition favor it's arisittg. )

I

Balance

in

Growth

If the dentands of your physical-nnteriat tife it'tcrease, it is essential to increase yolff
devotiort to 'iruter work', if balance and truly usefiil results are desired. As a tree groivs itt
mass above ground, it sinultcnrcously works
strettgthen its root system,

-
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From SPIRITUAL NOTES for Light Listening - Steve Ridley
Potential

If you didn't already know about it, would you ever suspect by examining it in
isolation, that an acom could become so much?
Comparatively_as humans, many-of us have yet to grow beyond the seed form of
egoic consciousness. If we only knew what tremendous potentialities we could actualize!
A seed must break open to truly live and communicate its potentials.

.
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Spiritual Path

It is not that we are intentionally an'ogant during the times we find ourselves
opposing the 'Natural Way'. We are only continuing to progress toward our most easeful
Resolution asspiritual beings. And, it is important that we plogress in our own way, in our
uniquely destined manner. What seems like progressing on the path of spirituality must
eventually give way to comprehensive Wake-Fullness!
Yin-Yang
Cause and effect are inseparable actions, equally responsible for each other. This
simple characteristic and relationship is the operational basis by which all life cycles are
maintained and shaped.
Towzud Balance

*Meditating and patiently waiting are far superior to "kiliing time" and the mental
restlessness it sustains.
Pausing for a few
ryinutes of quiet centering and renewalis always a life-enhancing
to.0owhen
we are given space and time unexpectedly during our otherwise planned
$t1e
daily schedule.
(* "Meditating" .also refers to T'ai Chi Chih, of course. 3-5 minutes of Rocking Motion

can do wonders.)

THE ART OF TEACHING: LEARNING

"Mirror, Mirror:

See What You SaY"
Carmen B rocklehurst, Albuquerque
Unaware that she is being obsewed, the teacher does her T'ai Chi Chih. "Oh, I see
that I have not been doing that riovement right," the student says, in a caring voice. The
teacher, interested, turns ind faces the student. The student, having the teacher's attention,
then goes on to show the teacher his concept of the movement (which is correct), and then
shows her what she had been doing (which is not right).
Often I have heard teacheis say, "I alwayslearn a lot from my studen-ts." When
teaching T'ai Chi Chih it becomes very obvious when we as teachers are not following.the
form w6 are talking about. Are we bading with the shoulders, instead of the tan t'ien while
yinning and yangi-ng? Is our knee turning in, and crossing_over the oppositeknee just
beforeive snike i*heToot our for the side movement? Are our hands synchronized with our
leg movements? Are we holding our elbows up too high and turned out so that there is
tension in our upper arms?
Watch y6ur students. Does it seem as if the whole class_ is doing the-movement
incorrectly? Ii it their fault or are they being very careful in following.exactly what the
teacher is doing? Often we hear ourselves iay the con€ct words, but if someone were
videotaping us, what would we see?
Many times after practicing with Justin, I have noted the su,ggestions that he has
made to everyone in general, and thln hrcr, at home, have taken the time to observe myself
in a full lengih mirroi. Sornetimes I have heard myself say, "Oh, is that why I was feeling
that tension," or, "No wonder that didn't feel round."
As teachers, we always have plenty to say to our students. Take time to teach the
person you see in the mirror'. It may giv6 you sbme insight into the strange movements
your students are doing, ot from whom they get their extra f'ancy curues.
"The Fairest in the Land is T'ai Chi Chih!"
Tonight it rained
round, soft
. joyous ilrovement
no movement
Time
dissolves
in mist
Carmen

t0

Thanks to all of you who have shared your TCC experiences, and to
excellent work in publishing and editing Tlm VITAL FORCE Joumal.
United with all of you in the circle of TCC Joy, Light, Peace and Love.

Liz

and Lois

for your

MAKING THE NEWS
The I-a Crosse Tribune, La Crosse,
WI, of August 2, 1993 featured a TCC
article (with this picture) of Sister Marian

Massman. Quoting excer?ts: Massman, a
Franciscan Sister of Perpetual Adoration, is
a T'ai Chi Chih devotee and an accredited
instructor who teaches the movements at the
Franciscan Spirituality Center in LaCrosse.
The words "gentle" and "exercise" may seem
contradictory, but that is the premise behind

TCC,

a

series

of 20 movements

that

proponents say will energize and renew the
body. "The more you practice and use the
movements, the more bensfits you get from
them" says Sister Massman.

The movements, which employ
various circular hand and arm movements
and the shifting of weight and balance from
one leg to another, can be learned by nearly
everyone, including elderly and disabled
people. Even people who can't use their
legs can adapt the movements for use in
some

form.

Massman, who has been

practicing T'ai Chi Chih daily for more than
a year, said she experiences a sense of

relaxation, deeper breathing and more
harmonious well-being. She has also

noticed that her body is more supple and that

occasional pains

in her knees have

disappeared. Now that she's teaching T'ai

Chi Chih, she said her students report

Marian Massman, La Crosse. WI

similar benefits.
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T'AI CHI STATE OF MIND
Joy In Print in Florida
Diana Daffner of Siesta Key, FL periodically offers classes at Shanti Center. Here are
excerpts fiom her afticle featured in their newsletter, The Shanti Connection.
"Our thought process is not separate from the world that we view. And so,
applying this principle to the energy that moves within us, when we attend to that ensrgy,
when we experience it directly, we influence its presence in our life. T'ai Chi Chih is an
easily learned system for recognizing and experiencing this vital enelgy. It is a tool that
enables us to actually enter into the realm of the energy. The movements direct our
attrention, and as our attention becomes rooted in the movement, we perceive a shift of
consciousness from an outer-involved state of mind into a more internal and ultimately
expansive state.

"In this 'T'ai Chi state of mind', we let go of past and futurc, and in this letting go
of past and future we let go of fear and pain. The T'ai Chi state of mind existing only in
the present moment, allows the natural joy of life to surge through us, unhampered by our
thoughts of limitation. Our hearts open with a smile. We are no longer lonely or afraid.
We experience an unconditional happiness.
"Through T'ai Chi Chih, we sense our connection to a larger universe....T'ai Chi
Chih trains us to recognize and make that joyous connection easily. And it is a powerful
training that goes beyond the movements themselves, encouraging us to be mindfully and
physically prcsent in all our activities. It allows us to attain the inner happiness that we
seek."

Diana recently attended a T'ai Ji workshop in Big Sur, CA with Chungliang Al Huang. In
letter to VFJ she states: "...Although I have always allowed the TCC moves to transpoft
me into a state of awareness that includes everything around me, I was reminded by
Chungliang to actively bring the vari6fsEnergi6s of-my surroundings into the rnovei
themselves. His playful approach, how hb dances with the Chi, and more irnportantly,
how he allows the Chi to dance through him, has inspired my own practice. It has
validated and confirmed my continued dedication to teaching TCC as an expression of
energy prcsence...Zife, like Chi, moves in cycles and circles."
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TCC EXPERIENCES

CHI POWER!!!

Hope Burla, San Leandro, CA

I want to share a personal expedence of the healing power of chi:
On Wednesday, November 17, I had abdominal surgery. Prior to that date, I had
done all the intellectual prepalation I could: researched my surgery, interuiewed other
women who had the surgery, conferrcd with my doctor, shared/discussed everything with
my family and special fiiends. There was only one thing left to do that morning, before
going to the hospital: T'ai Chi Chth! As I began my pmctice, my mind and emodons
werc in a whirlwind of worry for my husband and daughter and their emottonal states
and, of course, an entire anny of what if's: What if s-omething goes wrong during
surgery? What if I die? What if I have trouble healing? What if.....? You name it, I
wonied about it! I began to count my rcpetitions in an effort to quiet my spinning mind,
deliberately breathing slowly and deeply. As I continued my practice, my meditative focus
began to take hold, and my fearVdoubts/wonies fell away. By the end of my hour-long
practice,I was ready. I was able to calmly kiss my daughter good-bye that moming, and
later, hug and kiss my husband good-bye, then walk_ dow_n a hallway into the opeiating
room. At the time I didn't realize that I had "abandoned hope", as Justin sayi. I had
done everything I could to preparc; now I felt ready to accept whatever was to come.
I woke up in the operating room four hours later. My doctor and her assistant told
me.how happy they yqre with ryl condition and the results. I was wheeled into recovery
and then to my hospital room. The expectancy prior to surgery was that I would be in the
h-ospital4-6 days_before going home. The following morning I was up and walking, albeit
slowly at first. On Fliday, my doctor came to see me in the morning, and asked me if I
wanted-to go home that night! She couldn't believe how soon I was ready to go home
(after all, I'm an older wornan of 46!) I smiled and said two words, 'T'ai Clii". She
commented that T'ai Chi evidently worked fol me and encouraged me to keep up. I jusi
smiled!
To make a long story short, my recovery continued to be speedy. Within a week I
YT.up to^.y usual-practice of T'ai Chi (40 minutes) plus a mile walk with my dog. I was
driving after a week and a half and running short erands, to the surprise and soiretimes
constemation of overly-protective fiiends! I continued to make rapid progress and am now
back to work.
In looking back on the entire-experience-,.I firmly believe that thekey factor in my

.

coming through the surgery well and healing well, was T'ai

Chi-chih. I hai

experienced its healing power beforc, but never on such a profound level. Now I know
what it feels like to "abandon
l.qpe" and taste the fieedom of acceptance. My challenge
is to let the chi continue to guide me so that I can learn to live joyously, in ihe prcsent
moment. I know I have a long way to go. Yet, when joy bubbles up inside of me for no
apparent leason, I lorow I'm on the right path!

Thank

!ou, Justitt and Steve, for your incredible gifts to us!
t3

TI{E MYSTICAL JOURNEY OF T'AI CHI CHIH (Part I)
Richard Brier, Mill Valley, CA
(First published in VFJ, Spring 1986)

It all began in a land called Chi Lanka just this side of eternity. My name is Richard, and how I
arrived in Chi l,anka is a mystery to me, yet I will strive to share with you the apparent road I traversed.
At first it seemed like walking in a dream, then it seemed real, then a dream--nonetheless. The earth began
to move and the h:udness of physical reality seemed to rock, so gently and yet powerfully. I've always
associated this experience, which might have been nine seconds, nine days, or nine years (so indistinct had
time become) with a birth or a new beginning in my life. Because of the feeling I had, I called it Rocking
Motion. In a strange way I felt like a baby again, being gently rocked by Mother Earth iu a loving way.
So nice to let go, to trust, to relax, to be a child again. I had passed through the first gate of Chi Lanka.
At a certain point soon after I saw a wonderful bird swoop down in front of my path and look at
me with complete attention. I said or thought (I'm not sure which), "Who are you, O Skydiver?"
Immediately the bird changed size aud jumped into the palm of my hand. It, not even knowing that my
palm was upturned and receptive, said, "I am here to teach you to fly and be grounded simultaneously." I
was astonished, as I had always thought tlley were mutually exclusive realities..
Then the bird showed me tlre art of flying while grounded, or being here and there at the same
time, and it was a magnificent performance. After many dmes practicing this art I Ieamed that it is simple,
therefore difficult, because simplicity can only be known by the childlike. Fortunately I became a child
again and leamed to pass by the second gate--called Bird Flaps Irs Wings. I had learned to be rocked, and I
had leamed to flap, and I was ready for rnore lessons. I was enjoying Chi Lanka and was constantly unazed
at how ligbt and agile I was beginning to feel.
After this gate I felt really hungry and saw wlrat looked like a pizza parlor. As I got closer I saw
that it was a Chi Ornelet House. That sounded srange, and I was giggling. Nonetheless, my hunger
moved me to sit down on one of the outside stools and wait for a waiter to ask me for my order
Up carne this impressive looking man who told me his name was Just-In. He looked vaguely
Japanese. I responded !o this name by telling him that I could identify with his name, as I had just come in
myself! He smiled and said that the Stoneburger was especially good because of the extra Chi on it--also
because the sun was in Aquarius and no ego was rising at this time. I somehow intuitively understood
these extraordinary statements, and ordered a Stoneburger Supreme, which I found I could only buy by
practicing daily. I asked Just-In what that meant, and he said rnysteriously, that eating the Stoneburger
Supreme would cause me to understand. All right, I thought, Im here because of my hunger--so I'll just eat.
Only once before in my life had I ever eaten anything so delicious: I recognized the quality of the
food because of my previous experience.
The meal was served on a round platter. As I finistred, I suddenly found myself going around the
platter. I had become as tiny as an ant, going around the platter very slowly and cottsciously. How
unusual it t'elt, and I knew that the third gate was to be called fuound The Platter. I rejoiced that I knew
that I could now change shape and size at will. This path I was on was circular and seemed to expand and
contract. At tlis point on my journey through Chi Lanka my personal identity seemed !o be changing from
moment-to-moment.
Suddenly, I was shown a variation of Around The Platter in which my cupped hands seemed to
conlain small universes of dynarnic energy--merging and tlowing harmoniously. How could cupped hands
feel so different than uncupped han<ls? Only God knows, but I could only trust the feeling and narned
Around The Platter Variation--the fourth gate. Change is the way of Life in Chi Lanka, clrange and
openness to change. How refreshing!

lf

Around the next tum I saw something resembling a bass drum which had a little door in it, which
I entered. A large, ernpty circulaf room--revolving slowly, entrancing me and tuming me upside-down so
gently that I lost sight of rnyself, and found something new and yet familiar--the gift called NOW. And the
fifth gate is called Bass Drum and it is said to aid longevity.
Next I saw a tall mountain and irmnediately, as if propelled by a jet I was on top looking at a

wondrous and beautiful lady wlro repeated gently, "When two meet and become one, tlrere is joy. When
not, there is pain. Meet, O meet, my love and feel joy." I sat, entranced by her beauty, and suddenly was
only left with joy. I shall always call that joy Daughter On The Mountain Top--the sixth gate.
A few minutes later I was placed at the foot of the mountain. Appearing before lne was another
magnificent lady, who said, "I arn the sister-soul of the Mountain Top Lady, tlre other side of your true self.
O listen and leam." She sang, again and again, "Gather the love at the bottom and bring it to the top; do so
and be healed." I sat enthralled and amazed, which was becoming normal for me in Chi Lanka. I sat, lost
in bliss, until I realized I had passed the mystical seventh gate, called Daughter In The Valley.
After a deep sleep, which helped me to absorb and integrate all of these experiences, I saw a crystal
ball, which radiated all the colors of tle spectrum from within itself. It was floating in front of me, light
as a feather, and I imrnediately reached for it. It moved as through a series of circular wrist movements and
graceful leg movements from side-to-side, as softly as if I were a feather being blown by the wind. I leamed
from ttris tlrat life is a circle, that happiness comes frorn letting go of expectations, that gratitude is the best
attitude and that I still love apple pie a la mode and a glass of milk.
This gate came to be called Carry The Ball To The Side (and Don't Drop it!). Now I know that
humor is also a spiritual path. This was the eighth gate.
This journey is fuu, I'd begun to realize. There was never anything to fear. Delightful, I thought,
as I rested and contemplated the wonder of it all and munched on a fresh coconut. Boy, was I glad I had rny
Swiss army knife! As I began again lo walk the winding path, I began to see life as a great game of giving
and receiving. The image hung before me of giant bamboo against the sky, a rnonster wind coming up.
The bamboo received the wind and bent back, back, back, and theu slowly crung up, up, up, dancing with
the wind, giving and receiving, pushing and pulling. I saw a lesson there-+o be balanced, flexible, and
strong in all life's situations. A new beatitude cane to'me: "Blessed are the flexible, for they shall not be
broken." This gate is called Push Pul_h1!i::,*d Receiving--the ninth gate.
platter with fruit and cheese on it
moving in circulzu fashion
openly receiving and the platter
became my hands ltolding
Great Chi Lanka energyWhat a lovely feeling...
My fingers tingled and were swollen with Chi, and I t'elt great joy--this gate, the tenth, is called
Pulling In The Energy, and it is always happening, though I sometimes forget.
By then it was time for dessert. So I entered what is called the Taffy Forest which houses many
variety of the sticky candy, a great favorite of all Chi Lankans. The taffy fonned like stalagmites and was
upraised in some places like acupuncture needles coming up out of the earth. They all had different colors,
were both hard and soft, and I ate and ate and ate until was satisfied. Then I napped, having passed halfway
tlrough tbe Taffy Forest during my mystical joumey tluough the land of Chi Lanka.
Pa$ II was published in June 1993.
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CLASSIC CONTEMPLATIONS
Th.e human spirit has its source in the divine fountain
which must be permitted to flo* freely through man.
Anyone who flows as life flows has solved the enigma
of human existence and needs no other power.
Anything that is of error bloclcs the flow of creative action
and everything is healthy that flows with the universe.

- Lao Tzu

Through the Divine Energy in me
to unite with the Primal Divine Energy.
- Anonymous*

ffiE

Y

*From Professor Wen Shan Huang, Scholar and T'ai Chi Master
Author of Fundamenlals of T'ai Chi Ch'uan)

"Things arc continually moving and restless. Yet each is proceeding back to its
origin (activity of Tao, or T'ai Chi-+he Supreme Ultimate).
"In the Universe there is an ever-active, ever-creative Life, and an inexhaustible
source of life-energy, which is made available to mankind when a fitting stage of
development is reached. It is particularly significant that it has a great reverence for life.
Thatwhich is unfathomable in the movemeniof the Yin-Yang operations is the presence of
spiritual power. (What controls the power ? Motion cannot control motion.) That which
controls the motion of the Universe is absolutely One."

* S ome

fav ori te

co ntenrplations ilz

the T' ai Chi C hih
t0
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CHANGES

by Benjamin Hoff

A page of updates! A page of

Let's find a Way
Today
That can take us to tomonow-Follow that Way,
A Way like flowing water.

Colleen Heising..."life" form changes...
She went on quietly, no fuss, no noise,
like a butterfly...like an angel!
Wings are noiseless yet carry the spirit. Hers are
sprinkled witb T'ai Chi Chih spirit "power".
As she hovers over this field of humanity, I wish

Let's leave
Behind
The things that do not matter,
And turn
Our lives
To a morc important chapter.

herpeace, I send herlove
and gratitude for all she is...

Lysette Marie T. Ly, Milwaukee, WI

TO COLLBEN
Rembering two bright eyes dancing

[,et's take the time

above a luminous smile

Let's try to find
What real life has to off'er.
And maybe then
We'll find again
What we had long forgotten.

Like

a

Remembering humor, depth, and true
humanness

Remembering spontaneous giggles,
joie de vivre, and attentiveness
Remembering T'ai Chi Chih spirit
Remembering crossing of our paths
Remembering the brightness and the
heat of the last day
Remembering Colleen soaking in the
sun, lying on the gltoen lawn, one

fiiend.

True'til the end,
It will help us onward.
The sun is high,
The road is wide
And it starts wherc we ale standine.
No one knows
How t'ar it goes,
For the road is never-ending.

leg bent, toes pointed at the sky

Remembering we were waving as we
said goodby
Remembering my thoughts, at that
time, so bdef..."until the next
confercnce of course!"
Knowing now it was goodbye forcver..
Feeling that each hello and each
goodbye can be the first of many
but
remembering that any hello and any

It goes
Away,
Be_yond what we have thought

It flows
Away.
Away like flowing water.

changes...name

changes...address changes...

of;

goodbye can be the frrst and last

of one's destiny
Thanking you most gratefully, Colleen,
for meeting me along the way!
t?
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INTEGRITY
Summing up my learning process with my T'ai Chi Chi Chih teacher, RahshelleLei O'Culmain ... "Integrity" stands out as I reminisce on our association and hel passing
on this past Monday: Febrirary 7 inHawaii.
A spiritual being of courage and inner strength who showed up in my life when the
teaching was necessary, her work is carried on in JOY!
Ralph Garn, Syracuse, NY

Rahshelle-Lei's Transition
Rashelle made her tatzsition in Oahu at a hospice. She had caredfor other family
nrcmbers stricken with cancer for years and had been dealing with her ownfor some time.

."J:iff
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Justin says things
is interested in this," (while he is
like, "I don't know if anyone

sharing the wealth of his wisdom). "You don't have to do these movements, (then in a
lower voice), "they might help, but you don't have to do them." These are woi'ds that I
have often heard Justin use when he is talking to various audiences or to individual people.
Justin says such things, because the pelson or audience he is talking to would ben^efit
gr-eatly if they would just do what he is talking about, instead of arguing with him, or
asklng the mountains of questions that are, more often than not, inelevant to the subiect.
Each tirne that I am with Justin, it becomes more an{mo1e apparent why lie says,
"Y. ou can't appease the hunger by reading the menu." "T'ai Chi Chih doesn't need a lofof
talking, Don't talk, just do it." What we want, and what T'ai Chi Chih offers us is fognd
in the profound silence that we experience when we do T'ai Chi Chih and Seijaku. We are
moving, we are active, we are alive to life, ther-e may even be a mountain of thoughts
appearing in our minds. Yet, therc is this wonderful sea of energy that is underneath iiall,
peruading it all. Wh-en we experience this, thele is no longer a need for talking. The hunger
is appeased, for the lover and the beloved have come together.
Now comes the part that is of greatest benefit. The expertence doesn't stop because
we have finished our practice. We see it in small and big ways. The edge we had to our
voice is usually gone; the idea that we needed to have, comes to us. The car accident we
wele in was not fatal. We just happened to be out of town when the earthquake hit, and so
on. This is oul story, although it isnot the end of the story, only one part df it. But it is an
impor9nt story,. because as-one student said, "Many disciplines offel great things, but
never deliver. T'ai Chi Chih and Seijaku dsliver."
We have the opportunity to be with Justin: Seijaku Teacheru'Training, T'ai Chi
Chih Conference, using his viddo to expelience his presence (even though we ilay know
the movements perfectly) and during wolkshops or-lectures that he maf give. Th"ese are
tlmes to renew and deepen the experience of our discipline, T'ai Chi Chih. It is an
imporlant time and one we must take advantage of it often.
Love and Share the Chi!

New Beginnings
Cannen Brocklehurst

This is the time to know that life is good and that we choose to
be a part of it. How.do we do this? As Justin says, as he bends his
back right knee and extends his left leg, his arms go out to form
around the platter. "I just do these silly movements; you don't have
to do them, but they might help." This is such a great thing to have
and to know: T'ai Chi Chih. It doesn't take long, but like riding a
bike it is something that every time we do it, the wonder, strength
and love we experience is irnprinted on every cell of our bodies and
this is enough for a new beginning. Happy Spring!
tg
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APril 8-10

3-Day Meditation Retreat with Justin Stone

-

Alhuquerque.

NM

FULL

18-24 TCC Teacher Training with Steve Ridley, Techny, IL
$380
Contact: Bartara Peller, 1913 Willow Hill Court, Northfield, IL 60093;

April

Phone 708144l-5710.

April 24-25 TCC Teacher Preparation

Class, Valley City, ND
with team-teaching of Jean Katus and Chris Mclain.
For details contact Chris at70ll232-5579 or
P.O. Box 2821. Fargo. ND 58108-2821

April

30

TCC-Meditation Workshop with Steve Ridley, Denver, Co $50
Contacil Margaret Manzaneres, 5031 S. Ulster Ste.450, Denver,CO
80237 Phone 303/794-8300 ft):290-6090 (w)

early May Please note deposit due deadlines under June events:
May 1
Deadline for all Directory changes.

.

Deadline for submitting your news articles, etc. for the June 1994 issue of
The Viral Force & the Special Issue. a chronicle of 20 years of TCC.

May 23-28 TCC Teacher Training with Steve Ridley,

Mon.-Sat.

June

6-11

June

L1

June 18
Sat.

N.Plainfield, NJ $380
N.
Plainfield, NJ 07060Contact: Sr. Antonia Cooper, 99 Hanison Ave.,
(w)
3506 Phones: 908/769-6498 ft) 908/757-3050

TCC Teacher Training with Steve Ridley, Albuquerque, NM $380
ue, NM 87107.
Contact: Loretta Shiver. 300 Placitas Rd. NW,
VFJ Mailing and Teacher Social follows a 1 pm TCC Practice.
Hosted by Lois Mahaney, 1633 Via Amigos, San Lorenzo, CA
R.SVP and F)irections: 5 1 O/?-7 6-57 1 I

TCC-Meditation Day with Steve Ridley, Alameda, CA
Contact Liz Salada, 1477 - 155th Ave., San Leandro, CA 94578
As space is limited. preregistration is required by May 2.

$45

cA

$380

Teacher Training with Steve Ridley, Fargo, ND
Contacr Chris Mclain, P.O. Box 2821, Fargo, ND 58108-2821

$380

June 20-25 TCC Teacher Training with Steve Ridley,
Contacl Liz Salada,
Phone

1477

-

Alameda,
155th Avenue, San l,eandro, CA 94578

510/278-3263

$200 deposit due May 2.

July 11-18 TCC

Phone70tl232-5579
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GATHER THE DREAMERS
CATCH THE DREAM

August
12-14

9th Annual

lnternational
T'AI CHI CHIH TEACHERS'
Menlo Park, CA

CONFERENCE

Contact: Sandra Tanner 507/388-1904

SEE ENCLOSED CONFERENCE FLYER
for early registration savings and more complete
information.

August

20

Extended Deadline for Fall Equinox Iss.ug of The Vital Force. Send in your
conference feedback. photos. news. articles. etc.

Septe-mber TCC Teacher Training with Steve Ridley, Denver,

12-17

October

1

November
December
10

199's
Dates
to be

C0

Contact: Steve Ridley, 1921 Jasmine St., Denver, CO 80220
Phone 303/322-7717 $190 deposit due by August 12.
VFJ Mailing and Teacher Social follows a I pm Practice.
Hosted by Liz Salada, I477-l55th Ave., San Leandro, CA
RSVP and Directions: 510/278-3263
VFJ Deadline for Winter Solstice Issue--Send your squonal news!

$3S0

VFJ Mailing & Teacher Celebration after 1 pm TCC Practice
Hosted by Lois Mahaney, 1633 Via Amigos, San Lorenzo, CA

10th International Teachers Conference, Denver, CO
Contacu Pat Hill, 1420 Kingsbury Ct., Golden, CO 80401; 303t231-gg1l
or
James, 11558 W. Arizona Ave., Lakewood, CO 80232
2l

COMMENTS ON NEWSPAPER ARTICLES
Justin Stone
Recently I read in a newspaper article rnailed to me that T'ai Chi Chih is a form of
therapy. I also read that it is thousands of years old and was brought to these shores by
me. Of course, neither of these statements is true.
The purpose of the TCC movements is to circulate and balance the Vital Force.
That this has therapeutic eft'ects is easy to determine. That TCC is a 'moving meditarion'
that tends to bring serenity and rcnewed energy is well known. But these are not the airns
of TCC; they are side effects which bring great benefits. When the Yin and Yang are
brought into apploximate balance (to be perfectly in balance would be to return t<i the
"IJncarved Block", to our "Original Face", a state of perfect bliss) the physical mechanism
is in tune and circumstances of life seem to favor us, all subject to the laws of Karma.
People usually begin study of TCC to conect some physical ailment or to gain
renewed energy. We all know how often this happens, and their efforts usually meet with

success. But the spiritual benefits, the changes in negative habits and conditions, ale lnorc
than was ortginally bargained for. TCC is not therapy, not exercise, and certainly not a
tranquilizer--but it is all of these in profusion as concomitants of the circulation and
balancing of the Vital Force (Chi).
As to T'ai Chi Chih's history,I took the original two movements, altered them, and
added to them to rnake up TCC as it is now. No one had done "Daughter in the Valley"
before, no one had performed "Bird Flaps it's Wings". Please don't falsify and say to
intewiewem that TCC is a thousand years old, a well-kept court secrcL
The great secret in TCC is what happens to the Vital Force. We should be grateful

for it.

This may pirom.pt some to practice TCC in a more internalized way - to try
to feel fttore deeply what is going on during TCC.

T'ai Chi Chih

Principles

Steve Ridley

In T'ai Chi Chih

practice we experience the process of 'form'
assisting or prompting 'function'. The movernent patterns help circulhte,
guide and harmonize vital force. With continuing practice, form and
function blend naturally, as a single occurrence. This is wisdom in action.
22

JUST WHAT

/S

SPIRITUALITY?

Justin Stone

Many books ale being written by sociologists, psychologists, etc., in which they

glibly speak of "higher consciousness," "Enlightenment," etc., without in the least
knowing what they are talking about. It is fashionable to make references to Eastem

concepts and use terms that are just vaguely familiar to rcaders, usually in Sanskrit. These
writers, who have never experienced what they are writing about, seem to feel that greater

Social Consciousness and Involvement is synonymous with Spiritual Progress, totally
ignoring the examples of Lao Tzu, the Buddha, Ramakrishna and other great spiritual
leaders. It is also possible to regard church icons as being the same as spiritual teachem.
They often misquote Patanjali, so-called father of Yoga (Ihe Science of Unity, not
religion), who plainly said that Yoga is "the supplession of Mental Modifications," the
latter being an approximate translation of the Sanskrit tem I'Vritti." In other words, we
have the blind leading the blind.
It is hard to read such books, though people give them to you and ask you to read
them. Very often the book, or article, is a thinly disguised sales pitch, giving unknowing
people the clich€s and quotes that perhaps they crave. Nothing is as saleable as
commercialized 'spirttuality' because people are troubled about life and concemed about
death, always from an egocentric standpoint. Recently I started such a book by Swarni
Rama and a man who calls himself Swami Ajaya. (A Swami is an initiated member of
Sanyasa, a complete renunciate.) I was not able to get through it as I am not intercsted in
psychological jargon and worldly 'spirttuality.' It is quite common for publishers to pair a
psychologist and a so-called 'holy man' with the idea of getting a synthesis of East and
Wgst. But Reality knows no East and West and no Past and Future. Some perfectly fine
Krishnamurti books have been spoiled by having some psychologist offer his concepts of
spiritual values, as well as asking Krishnamufli nonsensical questions.
Such terms as "balancing the Aura," or'balancing the Chakras" (whatever that may
mean) have become common, and some people charge money to perform these feats.
I define Spirituality as "Identitication with the Real." Therapy, no matter how good
has nothing to with this rnatter. I leave i[ up to the readel as to whethet the other things
talked about (by those who do not know them) and those things practised are

,

"Identification with the Real."

Enlightenment
Steve Ridley

By adapting another percon's rcalization, as oul'belief or concept of Truth, we still
remain in unknowing. There is no need for secondhand enlightenment, which is no
enlightenment. Beliefs and concepts must be abandoned through transcendence if

enlightenment is desired.
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ALBUQUERQUE NEWS
TCC Center Update

Connie Hyde, Cedar Crest, NM

At the Albuquerque Teachels' meeting in October, discussion about the T'ai Chi
Chih Center in Albuquerque brought forth enthusiastic ideas as we began to see the
possibilities the Center would provide for the community. At the January meeting, there
was a strong feeling of unity when seventeen teachers joined for group T'ai Chi Chih and
discussion df tne CEnter.
Conversation flowed from a discussion of books that might be available fol sale at
the Center to a summaly of the benefits of gaining nonplofit status. A brief survey
rcvealed that we are close (on paper) to the projected start-up money necessary, that
staffing hours can be covercd and that morc T'ai Chi Chih classes, the sustaining income
for the Center, are needed
Discussion will continue during the next monthly meeting. Now teachers are
keeping a watchful eye for a possible site, the prerequisites being:
1. A cheerful, bright place, at least 1800 sq.ft.,
2. Relatively eas/acc'ess fiom major loadsbr lnterstates,
3.. Ample pirting and a sat'e, weilllit area at night.

Better Prepared Candidates

Loretta Shiver, Albuquerque, NM

I invite all area teachers to participate in an exchange of students prior to Teacher
Training. I would like to send my studenti to visit and participate in several other teachers'
classes toward the latter half of class sessions. I would also like to invite you all to send
yout'students to visit my classes. In this way we can begin to get to know one another but
morc importantly our students can begin to see that while there may be some minol
differenc-es in the execution of moveme-nts between individuals, the esience remains the
same. Also, each one of us has something unique to offer; think how much better our
students will be prepared with many teachers suppbrting them.
I would also like to plan a few gatheringi in the monttrs preceeding the accreditation
course. Teachers and their teacher candidates could meet and practice together and discuss
anythingjhtt Fay come up. It would be very good for all of us to come together before
leacnef Iriurung stafts.

#######th%
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COLORADO TEACHER NEWS: TCC BOON
(taken from the local TCC Instructors Newsletter.)

Congratulations to the three new TCC teachers who have joined us in Colorado!
Both Duane Gabel and Joanne Halcarz wers recently certified in the October 1993 TCC
Teachers'Training by Steve, and Tamara Johnson (Lia's daughter) who was previously
certified in San Diego, CA. This makes a total of 23 certified instructors in Colorado.
Quite a change from 15 in May 1992!
Merry Lynn Noble has volunteered to take over publication of the Colorado TCC
newsletter through March '94. Colorado Teachers' schedules are included in each
newsletter along-with a calendar of arca TCC activities such as the TCC Teacher
Preparation Class Pat Hill and Bryan James began in January at Pat's home in Golden,
CO. Colorado teachers meet on the third Sunday of each month for practice and meeting.

Bryan James, Lakewood, CO: My TCC classes were very successful this year and I
rcached a lot of students. ln fact it has been a real boon year for TCC throughout Denver
and elsewhere from what I hear. Steve, Pat Hill, Judy Hughes and Malgaret Manzanarcs
have all been quite active and reached many, many students. A number of others have also
been teaching some. Class sizes are at an all-time high fbr the Denver arca. And,
course, we are very excited about putting on Teacheru'Confercnce

in'95.

of

SERVING AS A TEACHER
Steve Ridley

I like to encourage sincerc TCC students fi'om my classes to spend time with other
Denver area teacherc, either by taking their classes or ananging to visit and sit in on a few
lessons with a variety of teachers. I especially recommend this for those considering
entollment in a teacher training progmm. In this way, their knowledge of TCC is expanded
and made more comprchensive. I differ with teachem who tend to expect that their students
will become confused by associating with f, number of other instructors. Each teacher has
something unique and useful to impart, and I am vely aware that my students are not "4qy
students."
Breathing fiee
from head to toe,
receiving as we go . . .
Life's inclusive flow
Opening to breathe as sky and stars,
wind and clouds, earth and snow . .
turning, turning, until we Know.
Steve Ridley
25
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NEW TEACHER NEWS: EAGER IN OREGON

BALANCE - it starts with.in. Learn how to de-stress your life and

create

the kind of balance you, want with T'ai Chi Chih.
Elizabeth Tyler of Lake Oswego, OR sent an interesting flyel which had the above

statement beneath the TCC/Joy Thru Movement heading. The Tao symbol, her picture
doing TCC and the benefits of practice complimented the inviting introduction.

Elizabeth writes: Since graduating from the June '93 TCC Teacher Training in Alameda,
I have been blessed with many wonderful students eager to learn TCC. I will be
starting my twelfth sedes of eight week classes in the Lake Oswego/Portland area. Most
rewarding has been teaching TCC to teachers in two school districts in the moming before
they go off to their classes, with a smile on theil' taces of course! Also rewarding was
doing a TCC presentatioll to a group of fitly inmates at a drug and alcohol prevention
progl'am at a Portland prison. They were very leceptive to TCC and asked that I come
back. The staff thought TCC was especially helptul for inmates with abusive backgrounds
to help them ground and get back into theil bodies.
As I share this incredibly healing practice I am given the gift of love and joy and my
life continues to transform daily with my own practice. I am grateful to Justin for his
creation of TCC; to Steve for letting me go to the teacher training when I wanted; and to
myself for following my heart and intuition to teach! I am also grateful for The Vital
Force...l read it immediatelv from cover to cover and refer to it often--it nourishes and
inspires me to be the best I c-nn be. Thank you Liz, Lois and the many others who make it
possible. Hello and much love to all my TCC fiiends.

CA,

Letting go
into the beauty

of NOW,
leaving behind the
huny and wony.
I shift from "doing!'

to "BEING"
and my life transtbrms.
Elizabeth Tyler

TCC WAKBS SAN DIEGO, CA
Susan Welister, El Cajon, CA

Events Feedback
Greetings from San Diego where we now (since August 1993) have eight newly
accredited T'ai Chi Chih teachers who are starting to awaken San Diego to the benefits of

T'ai Chi Chih.
The teachers accreditation that Steve came to do in August was a great success with
nineteen new graduates. Again I would like to thank Steve for his patience and continued
support in the ceftification of new T'ai Chi Chih teachers. It was an exceptional week for
me as I was able to allow myself to learn and grow through TCC and it was so good for
py heart to see eight of my own students, who are all very devoted to their practice,
become accredited teachers. I felt that the students werc very well prepared, so I send off a
special thanks to those teachers out therc who spent extra time to prcparc their students.

New Teacher News
Vi Williams, one of the new teachers, is now doing classes over the noon hour
for the city of San Diego employees. I was asked by Vi to teach one of the classes and it

was so good to see all of these "uptight executives" relax and walk out of the class with
Vi has had an exceptional turn out to her classes and adds such a lovely, gentle
touch.
Donna Pietrzak also has been quite successful in starting classes. She has
classes at Merrcy Hospital where she works and also started a program at H.A.R.P.
(Holistic Aids Response Program). These are definitely two areas of the community wherc
individuals can benefit a lot from T'ai Chi Chih practice.
such peace.

Area Teacher Meetings
Since the August accreditation we have had two meetings with the local T'ai Chi
Chih teachers. We had decided to have these get-togethers every other month. We have a
pot luck and end the evening with a group practice. After being the only active T'ai Chi
Chih teacher in the San Diego arca for five yearu, it is so much fun to be able to share all of
this with the new teachels. I feel that the people of San Diego will benefit greatly by
having all of us herc.
A tum of events with my teaching has happened since the ttaining. My classes
have been_larger than ever and after four years of persistence, I am finally making progr€ss
in have TCC_talght at one of the local colleges as a pqrt of ttre physical education program.
Grossmont College is now seriously looking into adding T'ai Chi Chih to their program
and hiring me as faculty on their staff. I was finally able to get some of the administr-itive
ggqplg to_a.demonstration...and, as we know, that is all it takes. Once people experience
T'ai Chi Chih, they begin to feel that serenity in the midst of activity.
Thank you, Justin! Thank you, Steve! Thank you, T'ai Chi Chih!
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T'AI CHI CHIH AND INNER HEALING
Marian Massman, FSPA, La Crosse, Wl
Lately I have been reflecting on the blessings tiat have come to me personally and to others
through my faithful practice, enjoyment and sharing of T'ai Chi Chih. Along witlr Inner Child work,
contemplative therapy and drearnwork, T'ai Chi Chih has been a wonderful help in my inner growth
process. In recent years I have become more aware that our bodies remember and hold our past experiences,
and that our bodies bave wisdom to share witlr us. TCC has been a tremendous rneins of allowing energy
to flow and of accessing that wisdom.
Sometirnes TCC is rny moving meclitation. At other tirnes TCC is a preparatiou for meditation,
contemplative therapy or prayer. As I enjoy the movements, the energy flows freely,, balancing and
refreshing rne. I breathe deeply. My bocty relaxes and my mincl quiets. I become tbcused and centered. In
sile.nce I open rny heart to the lloly One who is my Prirnary Inner Resource for healing, and to my Inner
Child and the other Inner Resources that are gifts of tlre Holy One to me.
Various means of healing interweave, and I realize that I cannot separate them. But I do kuow that
TCC has been one of the contributions to rny healing artd well-being. I would like to share some of the
ways I have benefited from being connected in body, rnind and spirit. Tai Chi Chih has helpecl me grow in
self-contidence. Speaking before a large group always gets my Inner Child nervous, due in great paft to a
wounding experience in Grade 5. Now I feel less inhibited and less threatened, yet challenged, when I am
presenting something to a large group, or with sorneone who seems better qualified and more experiencerl
than I am. I often do some TCC right before each prcsentation to re-focus, regain my inner serenity, and
"shore up" confidence in myself and rny potential. TCC lras helped me becorne more assertive. In the past I
would not stand up for myself. Now when someone misinterprets my words or actions, I speak up and say
what I intended and clarify my message. I clairn rny right to BE and express my opinions and feelings more
readily. I also challenge my owl inner critic.
I am delightfully surprised I have become more spontaneous in my expressions and interactions
with others. I enjoy this greater freedom and comfort with just being myself. I also arn trusting myself
more - letting my feelings come, acknowledging them, and finding ways to give healthy expression to
them. I arn better able o go with the flow of life, and trust the ways the Divine Energy is healing me and
helping me become my true Self. I find rnyself being more attentive to children, too. When I meet parents
with a little child, I somehow "catch the eye" of tlre child and experience a wonder-filled connection with
this innocence. A realjoy!
TCC has truly given me a very wholistic way of integrating experiences with the Divine One who
is the Source of the vital tbrce within. I am ever grateful to Justin Stone for giving us this wondert'ul gift
to lreasure; to Steve Ridley for certitying me in his gentle, Spirit-tilled way; and to all tlle TCC teachers
who ittspired me, helped me refine movelneuB, and sharerl life with rne through personal contact or the
marvelous VITAL FORCE JOURNAL.
Since rny certification in May of 1990, I have consistently taught TCC at the Franciscan
Spidtuality Center where I work. The "grand opening" to sharing TCC carne when I gave several
demonstrations in our 1990 June Festival. When 86 persons appeared for the first session, I had to move
from indoors to a large outrJoor porch. Later the La Crosse Tribune did a front page TCC feature article on
me (excerpts follow). TCC sessions continue to be a vital put of our yearly programrning. I give persons
who come to other programs here a 'itiaste" of TCC. Outreach has included demonstrations to various
groups in La Crosse; 199111992 workshops in Dubuque, Iowa; sessions with 8 Senior High teachers in
Tomah, Wisconsin; and a recent January workshop in Faribault, Minnesoh. In June, I will be giving a
weekend TCC workstrop at St. Mary-of-the-Woocls Colege in Terre Haute, Inrliana. In July Karen Kzrppell,
ISPA: and I will give i five-day icC/UanOata rerreat;ndtled "Circles of Wroleness" iighr here af our
Franciscan Spirituality Cenrer.
(cont. nextpage)
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TEACIIEI..STUDENT
The teacher shares consciousn;;;;'*un r"."otive studenrs, as an agenr of
quickening, but the teacher cannot 'give' students anything they don't already have In seed
form potentially. The teacher's influence, inspiratioh, directioh, support anb comfort can
substantively nourish, nurture and cultivate the blossoming of these potentials. However,
the important factor in the teacher-student relationship is ihe willingiress of the student to
apply what has been offered through the teacher
No mattel how seemingly-great q spiritrl{ tgagher is, the sincere aspirant must walk
the. path of spiritual awakening'for her/himself. It is both necessary and wonderful that
'sptritual,emancipation' must be accomplished
,ildividually. Those-who corectly apply
what a reliable spiritual teacher recommends will make steady, efficient progress.-Thji is
responsiblediscipleship. Also,.it is a sincere student's duty to at least equit aiA Uett". yef
surpas-s the(ir) teacher. This is not a competitivs idea, but a natural progression utiA u
tangible way of honoring the teacher's sinceie effor.ts to assist.
:f4.*{.*

The most complete type of teacher is capable of transmitting the Essence of T'ai
Chi,.in addition to giving OdtaiteO instruction iri ttre performance olmouement formats.
Dedicated students diligently pleparc themselves in order to attract such a teacher and be
able to openly rcceive tlie spiriiualtransmission that is offered.
Steve Ridley, Perspectives.."in Motion and Stillness
*{<:&rl.*
the presence of a 'spiritually
. If you are sensitive when inprobably

questions you may have canied

will

evaporate.

developed' person, the

*{<{.{.*

Th" practice of T'ai Chi Chih develops serenity and certainty. When we ale calmly
centered, we positively influence our environment and those around us.
Steve Ridlev

reside
in your
center
Dyanna Chowka, Eastsound, WA
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SEVERAL STUDENT EXPERIENCES
The Rewards of Teaching T'ai Chi Chih

Virginia Shilson
The student, a young man in his forties, had a speech impedimen!.. No doubt
because of this minor hirndicap, he was quite introverted, but attended T'ai Chi Chih class
every week and practiced faithlully. The week after he learned the movement Push Pull, he
remarked to the class "I feel my heart center opening up. There is a warmth and glow in the
heart area that I never had beforc."
Several weeks passed and the student offered additional testimony. "Since doing
Push Pull, I have been more responsive to the people around me. Because I am more
friendly and open to them, they show interest in me. They really care. This inner change
has transformed my whole life."
Testimonies such as the above are the true rewards of teaching T'ai Chi Chih.
Thank you, Justin and Steve.
Path to Good Health
Caroline Chavez

It was very gratifying to hear from one of my students, who is a diabetic, after she
had completed the 8-week class. She said that when she went to the doctor recently, her
blood sugar was level. The doctor said that this hadn't happened in a long time and
wondeled what she had been doing differently. She answered that the only thing different
she had been doing was T'ai Chi Chih. He responded, "OK, just keep it up!"
It makes it more of a joy to teach when we hear reports like this.

An Aid in Labor: The Chi
and has been practicing T'ai Chi Chih
one of my studenrs who is for several years and experiencing the"rflTffigile
effects strcngly in her own life relayed the following
expenence.

"One of my patients was in prolonged labor and having a very difficult time of it.
As I was working with her, I suddenly felt-inspired to take her feet in my hands and try to
help her use the ehi to assist in her labor. I began to direct her to breathe and focus on her
feet, to bring her breath all the way down to her feet. In no time, her cervix completed its
dilation and she gave birth. I have since used this approach with other women with very
similar positive results. "

Students

in Canada Write

"We want you to know how much we appreciate your efforts in teaching the T'ai
Chi Chih class at the September Elderhostel in Banff. Well! even after the one week of
T'ai Chi Joe (who had knee problems) had improved so much he had no trouble on our
walks as we continued our vacation."--Joan & Joe
This not e was received from one of the senior couples in a course taught by
Gordon Wade, from Edson, Albefta, Canada. Gordon says it is gratifying to hear from
people who continue to practice T'ai Chi Chih and who receive benefits from their practice.
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Art of Teaching: Honoring
OmNamaha Shivaya!
(Sanscrit for "I honor the Divine

within")
This is the greeting exchanged at the
beginning and at the end of each T'ai Chi Chih

class, as we bow, honoring one another's
presence.

This greeting is also the "connection"

with which I begin rny daily private practice.
It is directed toward aU the individuals teachers, long tirne practitioners and beginners
the meditative movement
so

of

affectionately refer

we
to as "Joy through

Movement."

My daily wish and prayer is tlat CHI
will unite each of us in peace, harmony, life

and love.

Sr. Antonia Cooper workilg with seniors

in New Jersey. prdsenting certi-ficates of atlendance.

ALIVE AND WELL IN NEW JERSEY
Sr. Antonia Cooper, No. Plainfield, NJ

Being accredited February 2, L99l in Bemidji, MN, I returned to the North East
wherc I have lived since entedng my Franciscan Community in 1966. My first class began
in the summer of 1991 with two students...I believe in starting small!! One person told
another and another, and now my calendar is full this Spring with nine Beginners Classes,
four 2-hour Presentations to various groups, and two on-going monthly Practice Sessions.
Through TCC I have met many wonderful people throughout the New York, New
Jersey areas who long for a more integratsd, centering experience, and discover that
fulfillment through TCC.
I've enjoyed all the students, but especially those classes made up of people from
various cultutes, languages and religious beliefs. It's difficult to describe my persbnal joy
at experiencing the unity of movement, shartng CHI that evolves in every class, but
especially in those classes where most students have so little in common. Unity in
diversity!
The picture above shows a class of chair-bound residents of St. Ann's Home,
Jersey City, NJ enjoying movements. The CHI is ahnost tangible. This is the third class
for these residents. An additional class was scheduled for staff of the home.
I'm looking forward to sharing TCC during a 10 day Icon Retreat, where I will be
part of the staff and take part in the incongraphy to take place September '94 in Winona,
Minnesota.
Excitement is mounting as the first east coast Teachers' Accreditation draws closer.
Remember us May 23-28 and send some energy toward New Jersey! Thanks.

-

EVENTS FEEDBACK

T'ai Chi Chih-Meditation Workshop: What a great experience we had on
January 15 when Steve was herc to lead us through meditation and exercises that wele
refieshing and cahning! What a way to spend a day! We had a group of_28 people, a
beautiful big loom--that it was "ohhn so cbld was a surprise to all of us. (Iile wore the
extra clothes brought with us since it was so cold outside--7 below zero.)
Steve uuly shares and gives of himself fieely. It was a wondedul experience ju,st
to relax and let him guide us. I would like to encourage any teacher who has ever.thought
of inviting Steve to do a workshop to "go for it!" It was a very rewarding experience I
really wanled to do......everything just fell in place and worted out great. Oh well, it was
a bit cold. At the end, all of us left with new fnowledge, a positive attitude, and refieshed.
Love to all, Marlene Brown, Cincinnati, OH

Participants in the Workshop in Cincinnati, OH

So many times since then have I thought of the Exploring Meditative Ways
workshop weekend of October 1.993. It-was just perfect in everY woY, The

presentdtions were not only professional but so calming and quieting, giving a wonderful
distance from our regulal frantic days. It was a time of cleansing renewal.
The pace was ideal with enough variety to keep it interesting but relaxed enough so
there was no pressure. The peacefulness of the Mercy Center (in Burlingame, CA) retrcat
was enhanced by the program. I particularly enjoyed the brpathing through the Chakras-and love having a tape to help me continue at home.
The practice of T'ai Chi Chih--especially in the dewy morning grass--was great! I
enjoy the serenity of the form and the centering I get fi'om it.
The people who attend these gatherings are always interesting and loving. What a
plenitude of perceptions we received. A million thanks for all these blessings!
Marilyn Faull, Mountain View, CA
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T'AI CHI CHIH

RETREATS

Ruth Marie Arguello-Sheehan, Sun City, AZ
A three-day weekend retreat, featuring T'ai Chi Chih; can be an exhilarating

event.

for both the

teachers as well as the participants.

Recently, Brandon and I hosted such an event. at a beautiful Retreat center here in the Northem
Valley of the Sun Area of Afizona, and were happy to say it was such a gratifying success that we are
planning our next one already.
There were teu couples and five singles, many of them fonner students in my T'ai Chi Chilr
classes, and most over age fifty. We purposely kept the size intimate, which we feel is true for any age
group involved if you want. to call it a Retreat and not a workslrop.
We tiiled iu "The Best is NOW or Yet to Come", a Body, Mind, Spirit refreshment and renewal
with old/new friends.
We did all the T'ai Chi Chilr movements three times a day, both indoors and outdoors overlooking
the rugged mountains and desert beneath the stupendous, ever-clunging November stonny skies.
Most of the male spouses, who had come along for just a restful, sress-free holiday became
completely engrossed in the T'ai Chi Chih classes and practices after the very first session and ended up
some of the most enthusiastic participants of all.
Exciting to see these stoic, businessmen, scientists and retired men so unexpectedly caught-up in
the whole weekends'arnosphere and having such a good time.
We provided spacious accommodations, suite rooms, fireplaces, private balconies and a quiet,
healthy setting. Choosing your location, many months ahead, wittr practical considerations for those you

wish to serve is very importanfi such as good, wholesome foods; cleanliness; safety; parking;

transporfation to site; convenience to classrooms; etc.
One of the most important issues, after this is done well in advance, is the actual scheduling of
events, which can be done shortly before the dates. Making sure, if one is calling this a Reueat, that there
is a balance of activities and free, stress-free time for contemplation, rest, visiting with each other, walks,
music, thempy, etc.
We held several Meditation sessions; a couple of Guided Breathing sessions; as well as aZeninspired photography session led by a well-known Nature Photographer. He also did an evening slide slrow
of rnagnificent photos of rugged Arizona mountarns, flora and fauna.
Our experienced, therapeutic massage expert had her schedule filled daily by most of the
participants enjoying the healthy luxury of the in-house appointment.
During "free-tirne" we had a VCR in a cozy louuge, showing Justin's T'ai Chi Chih tapes, as well
as Moyer's Body, Mind, Spirit Series for those who wisherl to watch and share this information with each
other in an informal way. Justin's and Seve Ridley's books were displayed and read in this setting also.
In ttte evenings, we had a gathering of all participanrs around our blazing fire in our huge fireplace
in the personal room. Hours of Storytelling, led by us, but also including stories, poetry, readings, humor,
songs, and music were sharcd by all the pzuticipants. These evenings we called: Sharing the Fire.
Such an event takes much plamring and work, but it can be a very worthwhile way to share
concentrated Tai Chi Cbih practice and classes, as well as other related Joys. Our next retreat is being
planned for Spring of 1994.
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BREATHING:
Life is a journey of breath, at one level: an inalation followed by an exhalation,
with periodic pauses, continually issuing until physical death.
Observing this amazing process of breath with full interest can be a valuable
meditation focus wtrictr helps cleai the mind of its tensiorls, restole emotional equilibtium,
and open one's spiritual awareness.
Regulating the breath through yogic and other methods can contdbute significantly
to wellness.
Being a 'conscious breather' gives one a crcative advantage in this life of challenge
and opportunity
Steve Ridlev

Healing:
There is no bettel medicine or therapy than spontaneous laughter. Openhearted
laughing allows our essential Self to breathe fieely.
Steve Ridley
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BREATHING METHODS
for Health and Harmony
Steve Ridley

PUMPING BREATH - Energizes the entire system, quickly. Stimulates the Triple Heater
system and chakras. *Some use this exercise as a warm-up prior to TCC practice.
Technique:

_

placing your feet shoulder-width apart and parallel. Interlace your fingers,
-Ground,
palms facing down in fi'om of your lower abdomen.
Simultaneously lift youl heels and arms (elbows nearly locked), while inhaling
smoothly and fully. The motion and inhalation should take 3 seconds to complete. Your
arm-s. dse gradually, out and away from you, until arriving above your head with palms
pushing upward in a gentle sh'etch which elongates your spine. Pause with breath he-ld for
1-3 seconds.
Exhale gradually (3 seconds) as your arms come down following the same paftern,
while lowering your heels.
Breathe in through your nose and out through your mouth. Breathe smoothly,
gently and fully.
Perform 3-9 repetitions in a flowing, continuous motion at a moderate pace. Rest.
(Rest after each set of 3 repetitions if you like, or do up to 9 in a row.)
Relax, standing evenly with knees slightly flexed, open your abdomen and place
your hands, one on top of the other, over the lower tan t'ien, palms facing toward

abdomen. Breathe rhythrnically and

fully, lelaxing and internalizing

attention

progressively, during each exhalation. As you stand, being still, quiet and at rest, allow chi
to enrich your whole system.

INHALE

as palms arc out and up.
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EXHALE

as palms

letum out and down.
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fiom Good Karma Publishing Inc., Jean Katus, Publisher
New Video and Music Tape
With gratitude to Justin Stone for making his work even mot'e accessible, we al€
happy to announce that a new videotape for T'ai Chi Chih has been made. In addition,
Justin has also recorded a new music tape entitled "Mellow Moment". (See articles

introducing these new items on the facing page.)

Oriental Philosophy Tapes
Because some teachers have missed the announcement previously, we wan[ to
again let everyone know that a set of Oriental Philosophy videotapes is available for rent.
They came about as a result of a lecturc series that Justin gave in Albuquerque and arc like a
comprehensive cource in Eastern thought and philosophy--something no university course
can offer because the material is all based on Justin's first-hand personal expertence with
teachings and masters in the Far East. Renting the videotapes to show to students is an
excellent way for them to become a bit acquainted with the originator of T'ai Chi Chih.
The tapes are also appropriate for general audiences who may simply be interested in the
subject matter.
Particularly for those who have enjoyed the two volumes of "Spiritual Stories of the
East" on audio cassette and the book 20th Century Psahns, the Oriental Philosophy lecture
series will have meaning. It contains some of the stodes found in the other pieces but also
offers a wealth of information on concepts of Eastern philosophy and religion presented in
a clear manner so the ordinary lay persoir can easily understand and enjoy the material. For
detailed information about renting the tapes, please contact Good Kanna.

New Catalog
With this issue of The Vitctl Force, we arc including the new Good Karma catalog
(blue four-page stapled booklet). In futureVFJ issues, we will simply include the white
pdce list/order form. We ask that Lou save your cop), of the catalog for comglete reference
and use the price list/order form for ordering. Subsequent catalogs will be sent only when
rcquested, not as a routine with every order. The measure is one of several we follow to
keep us as ecologically attuned to consewing natural rcsoultes as possible.

New Emerson Book/Caughlan tape Available
Margy Emerson, author of A Potter's Notes on T'ai Chi Ch'uan which Good

Katma distributes, has published her second book, Breathing Undelwater/The Inner Life
qf T'ai Chi Ch'uan. It is available from North Atlantic Books, P.O. Box 12327, Ber*eley,
CA 94701. Another item we distribute is Lal Caughlan's "Elevation Music." He has a
ry)w tape out called "Deep Sea Echoes/Music for Deep Relaxation," available frorn Blue
Hawk Productions, P.O. Box 580, Belmont, CA 94002. Though Good Karma will not
be distributing either title, we wanted you to know about them if you care to order them on
youf own.
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NEW FAX Number- Good Karma Publishing Inc., P.O. Box 511, Ft. Yates, ND
70U854-2AA4

NEW JUSTIN STONE T'AI CHI CHIH VIDEO
What a delight for Good Karma to let everyone know that a new Justin Stone T'ai
Chi Chih videotape is now available! We are very excited about this newly-produced
tqaghiqg tool from which we can all benefit greatly. It has a similar format as the previous
video but is more complete, including a brief introduction, instruction in thelotal 20

movements, and a practice session--all presented by Justin.
As teachers, you will definitely want to have a good supply
of the new video on hand for your students. Along with the text, it
is an invaluable tool for both beginning students and those who have
taken the entire class. Some teachers who have made practice videos
for their students will also want to provide them with the one done
by the originator.*
As certified teachers, we know that there is always room for
improvement in our own T'ai Chi Chih movements--not just in our
individual practice but also when we teach. Now we have a new
video with Justin as our "practice par"tner" so we can check our
movements to be sure we are moving as close to the way he teaches
as possible. This is one way we can be assured that T'ai Chi Chih
NEW VERSION
remains pure and full of integrity.
In times of rising pdces, we are happy to announce that the new video remains
priced the same as the previous one--$39.95 with the same 40Vo teacher discount in effect.
Order your copies today and let your students know about it!

*T'ai Chi Chih is a copyrighted form. As such, anyone making a video using that name
must rccei1e. permission from Justin Stone, copyright owner, and should offer royalty
payment to him.

MELLOW TAZZ IN NEW TAPE
"Mellow Moment," Justin Stone's new jazzkeyboard audio
piano. Occasionally one hears an unusual string bass MELLOW MOMENT
playing imaginative patterns, but that is simply Justin's left hand.
I-istening carefully, one will hear subtle variations and changes in
harmonies as the player avoids customary patterns in playing
standard pieces. The originals are all. Stone spontaneous
improvisations, with "Gay Tristesse" furnishing some classical
oveftones. "Mellow Moment" certainly shows the best of his
unusual harmonic playing. You'll want to hear the new sounds on
tape, is mostly

this tape.
As with other items. from Good Karma, the $9.95 price can
be less if you take advantage of the 40Vo teacher disiount by
ordering 3 or more copies or by combining this title with others (to
qualify for the discount.)
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Justln Stone
Keyboards

CONTACTS FOR

T'AI CHI

CHITI

Justin Stone: Originator of T'ai Chi Chilt
Conductor of Seijatu (Advanced'tCC) Courses
Lectures on Tai Chi Chilr and Spiritual Life
12440 Chehvood Trail, NE, Albuquerque NM 87112
Steve Ridley: (3031322-7717) 1921 Jasmine Street,
Jem Katus: (701/854-7459): FAX 701/854-2004
- Publisher, Good Karma Publisltittg, Ittc.
Denver, CO 80220 Spiritrral Head of
Distdbutor of T'ai Chi Cltih
T'ai Chi Chih and conductor of
inslructional materials and others
- Teacher Accreditation Courses
related to spiritual practice
- Teacher Renewal Workshops
- contact for teacher referrals
- Exploring Meditative Ways Workshops
- Lectures & group practices in T'ai Chi Chilr
Lois Mahaney : (.5 1 0/276-.57 18)
- his creative works and supportive materials
- Editor, The Vital Force
- contact for teacher referrals
Liz Salada: (510/278:3263)
- uldate to rnailing list and Teacher Directory
- Publisher, The Vital Force

journal subscriptions and subrnittals
- Publisher of T'ai Chi Chih Teacher Dircctory

-

MAIN DISTRIBUTORS OF T'AI CHI CHIII MATERIALS

Published by Good Kanna Publishing, Inc., Box 511, Ft. Yates, ND 58538
7011854-7459
ND, Ft. Yates
Jean Katus
7011232'5579
ND, Fargo
Christeen Mclain
NM, Albuquerque, Carmen Brocklehurst 5051299'0562

BCCanadqVictnria GuadalupeBuchwald

6041385-6748

MN,

214751-3173

Bemidji
Jeanne Engen
CA, San Leandro Liz Salada
CA, Camarillo
PamelaTowne
CA, El Cajon
Susan Webster

5fi1n8-3263
8051987-3ffi7

619i4/.l-1165

TEACHER DIRECTORY

VFJ is projecting the new TCC Teacher Directory will be published by August 1994. As an
outreach measure, all accredited teachers are being contacted by mail. By May 1, the responses received (via
return of the posrcard enclosed in this issue) will begin to comprise a new directory with the most up-todate listings. Please confirn the accuracy of your information to assist us in this important referral project.
(Note: Teachers accredited prior to printing will also be included.)

AREA TCC TEACHER GROUP$
The following people, at the present time, are contacts one can make to get infomation about
TCC teacher groups that meet in various areas of the country. If there are any that we have missed, please
let us know so they can be added CI the list. The area meetings arc great ways tro generate and maintain
enthusiasm for TCC, renew friendships, share ideas about classes, plan workshops, get publicity for TCC,
plan practice sessions for the public etc.: Roxanne Post, Riviera AZ ffi21758'6617
Pam Towne, Camarillo, CA 805/987-3607
Liz Salada CA (SF Bay Area) 5101278-3263

Susan Webster, San Diego, CA619144l-1165
Merry Lynn Noble, CO (Denver Area) 303/980-6861

Connie Hyde, New Mexico (Albuquerque area) 505/281-1040
Joan Torrance, Beaverton, OR 503/579-8451
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Poetic field of sparkling white,
Autumn's first!
Sun and clouds
Transform fluid crvstal colonies
Effor"tlessly, nature's creative hands
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The fieeing Light of spring.
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